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buttons! Welcome to the new FlexRadio Community! Please review the new Community Rules
and other important new Community information on the Message Board. If you are having a
problem, please check the Help Center for known solutions. Need technical support from
FlexRadio? It's as simple as Creating a HelpDesk ticket. SmartSDR v3. SmartSDR v2. SmartSDR
v1. Power Genius XL Firmware v3. Power Genius XL Utility v2. We are a week away from the end
of the year. Any update on the power genius shipments as well as the promised tuner genius. I
ordered mine in June, December edited December Based on your order date it's probably safe
to assume not to many PG orders have been filled so far. With a Dec '17 order date I'm
depressed thinking how far down I must be on the waiting list. Hopefully we'll start hearing
about new shipments going out in January. No doubt, a well deserved break too. December
edited March There may even be copy posted here one the community forum. As for your
particular order and delivery projections you can always contact FRS to check. Glad I didnt
order one The answer was, prior to the end of I seriously doubt that will occur, so I'm not
inclined to ask again. Most of us don't mind waiting and appreciate the updates, but what we'd
really like to know is, our realistic ship date. We all share in your hopes that your second PGXL
will be released soon. Where is a rolling eyes emoji when ya need it? Feel like left in the dark.
Don't mind waiting but didn't expect being ignored. Still waiting here as well. Ordered mine in
May of I deferred my second unit when selected as an add-on Alpha team tester, as I had put
deposits on two PGXLs the night they were announced. Figured another would get a chance to
participate as a tester by putting the second unit off. No reservations. December edited April It
interfaces beautifully with the Elecraft cable for the Flex. I'm looking forward to hearing more
about that. I'm not sure that mentioning waiting for your second PGXL is a good idea
considering that the original poster stated that they have been waiting for a year and a half for
their first one It's not being very sensitive to the frustration that others seem to be experiencing.
I wish Flex would be public with the number of people on the list and the expected wait. The
new Version 2 of the the new SPE 1. I was one of the first to get the PGXL. It made way too
much fan noise for me. I understand that they needed to do that to get continuous output. I have
heard the same noise complaint about the Elecraft KPA Apparently they put out a new firmware
that keeps the fan speed low unless needed. Hopefully Flex will do the same thing. I am usually
very patient but it's been 18 months since I ordered my Power Genius. If it wasn't for the free
antenna tuner which now has been delayed I would cancel my order. I love my Flex equipment
but they really jumped the gun on taking orders on the amp. Many of us would appreciate if the
"Beta" group who have had the amp for some time would comment on fan noise. Beta testers
rarely comment on results. I have a KPA I have absolutely no fan noise whatsoever. I never hear
them running even though I can feel the airflow when they come on. It has been reported a few
times that the fans in the PG are not quiet. But remember this amp is build to commercial
standards, and it has 40W built in dummy load the other amps do not have that are being
cooled. One beta tester comment on fan noise that I ran across was along the lines "it's there all
right, but not objectionable", which is also my opinion. Since my amp is in Austin for the 6M fix,
I haven't had a chance to try the new PG XL firmware that was released earlier this month, but I
did have a chance to test an intermediate firmware version that was not released, and I found a
slight but noticeable decrease in fan noise at the lowest level a decrease of about 3 db,
measured with my sound level meter. I strongly doubt PG XL will ever be a "silent" amp at high
power, but as the firmware is still being tweaked, there may be room for further noise reduction,
at lower power at least. In any case, my fallback plan was to move the amp from a lower shelf
next to my desk to another location if the fan and relay noise no pin diodes in PG XL for
isolation and reliability at high power reasons was too much for me. Moving the amp further
away is easy given the tight integration with Flex radios and LAN connectivity, but haven't
found that to be necessary. Highly subjective, of course. I'm sure this topic will come up again,
and again, as production ramps up. But overall I've been quite happy with mine. No regrets. I'm
really looking forward to some independent test results. Wow, I figured all the 6M fixes would be
done by now. I guess they shipped more units than I thought. I was told mine was in the last
batch to be recalled, so they should be about done. Thanks for the info-I appreciate it.
December edited January Expect to see these 1K80 devices soon from the Competition. Howdy,
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Discussion List Discussion. PGXL cannot connect. Sergey KN7K February Asher - K0AU
February 3. Wayne Schonfeld April Wayne Schonfeld November James Charlton October K5XH
October PGXL utility metering Answered. W5AP August PG-XL Answered. K6ANP March Ian1
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Started By. Most Recent. The prototype FLEX tuner has three coax connectors. Have not seen
that question posed or answered. The unit was one of their "test mules" prettied up as a "lash
up" for the show according to Ranko. BTW there was a fourth control - the red "stick" button
that was brought up through the cover and signs of possibly a few more that were not brought
out on this show display unit. Hoping that Ranko 4o3a will post more information and pictures
of a unit closer to the ones we will see with the PowerGeniusXLs when they deliver. I doubt that
there is much consistency among most published autotuner specs, so comparing them may be
apples and oranges. I suspect some claimed SWR numbers are "best case", and the real SWR
limits could be lower depending on the complex impedance encountered, frequency, power
level, etc. Thanks Tim and Ria! Rich Text Editor. To edit a paragraph's style, hit tab to get to the
paragraph menu. From there you will be able to pick one style. Nothing defaults to paragraph.
An inline formatting menu will show up when you select text. Hit tab to get into that menu. Some
elements, such as rich link embeds, images, loading indicators, and error messages may get
inserted into the editor. You may navigate to these using the arrow keys inside of the editor and
delete them with the delete or backspace key. It looks like you're new here. If you want to get
involved, click one of these buttons! Welcome to the new FlexRadio Community! Please review
the new Community Rules and other important new Community information on the Message
Board. If you are having a problem, please check the Help Center for known solutions. Need
technical support from FlexRadio? It's as simple as Creating a HelpDesk ticket. SmartSDR v3.
SmartSDR v2. SmartSDR v1. Power Genius XL Firmware v3. Power Genius XL Utility v2. May
edited August in Tuner Genius. Has the tuner debuted at the Flex Booth. If yes how about a pic.
Thanks Rich - N5ZC. May edited May Exhibition prototype shown. Ranko said it will be
controlled via the amp's touchscreen. Any pics of the Tuner? When I get some connectivity I'll
put one up. Thanks, Steve! Sounds great Steve, thank you! How wide ranging is this tuner? May
edited November Lash up for the show. Final unit will differ. May edited March My
understanding is the tuner will now come with the Power Genius ordered in Tim VE6SH. May
edited December Tim - I understood that ones delivered in would include the tuner. The kit to
remote the tuner is an optional extra. Larry - Ranko said it would fit behind the tuner rather than
under it. I should have said delivered. And yes i understood it would fit behind the amp with an
option to remote. May edited October What's with the 3 knobs sticking up towards the back of
the unit? Rich - N5ZC. June edited January June edited June I don't recall if they were labeled.
Would look to the production unit spec for connectivity. June edited July The only bummer
about the tuner is it will only tune SWR from what I have been told. Burch - That was the rating
for the amp Without the Tuner. I think Ranko had quite a number circa with the tuner inline.
Wish I had a better 80m and m antenna option, as I need a tuner only for those two bands due to
compromised antenna sizes. June edited October I think I read the tuner will handle and the
amp will handle 2. Correct - my typo mistake as and 2. Thanks for catching my mistake. I
emailed Flex sales on May 31st and asked about the tuner and they said I hope that is not
correct but that's what I was told. I still have the email I received. One in, two out. June edited
November Tim, can you confirm the SWR range for the tuner? The other thread said but when I
emailed Flex sales they said So if is the rating at 2kw, Maybe its a bit better at 1. The new
elecraft amp includes a tuner but it is only at watts. Their brochure says the range is better at
lower power levels so maybe that is the case with the Power Genius. I guess I am spoiled with
my cheap MFJ auto tuner as it has a range of ohms. It's good to watts. Of course it took me two
tries to get one that works! Once you start presenting the tuner with really "squirrely"
reactance, then that is when things get really interesting. With a "quantized" tuner as opposed
to variable capacitance and impedance if you are in between step values, you may not get a
good match. There's only so much you can do with toroidal inductors before they begin to
saturate. At some point you have to go to roller inductors and that is more expensive and
complicated motors. So most tuners will be Will a weather-proof enclosure be made available

for the tuner? Ned, K1NJ. Varistor Member. I really don't understand why would anyone
prioritize a fairly expensive amplifier before proper antennas and matching at the feed point.
Can some please explain why you would not want to build good antennas and instead would
rather use a tuner? I get it that many hams have significant space restrictions, but even then
there are plenty of good options for single or multi-band resonant antennas that can deliver
SWR under 2. A well built OCF- a compromise antenna by all standards- can do better than
Howdy, Stranger! Sign In Register. New Discussion Ask a Question. Categories 12 Message
Board 65 Community Topics 1. Chances are, your existing radio does everything promised and
then some. It functions flawlessly and performs at a level with little left to be desired. But one
can never have too much power. Which is where the Power Genius XL amplifier comes into
play. The Power Genius XL takes your perfectly good radio and amplifies its performance
exponentially. Like our entire product lineup, it is monitored and automated through an
integrated Ethernet connection. It takes your existing radio and turns it into a legal-limit beast.
All through your network. While increasing power is the primary reason for the existence of the
Power Genius XL, there are other benefits that come with it. Frustration-free contesting goes
hand-in-hand with reducing the cost and complexity of your setup. Read the QST review here.
Maximun of W when using the VAC or less. FlexRadio Systems does not charge your credit card
until your order ships, but we do pre-authorize the full purchase price at the time you place your
online order. If you choose to use PayPal as your p
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ayment method, your account will be charged immediately. In these cases, you may either
contact your credit card company and negotiate a different daily purchase limit -OR- you can
call FlexRadio Systems Sales department at ext 1 to place your order over the phone where we
will not pre-authorize order payment until time of shipment. By using this website you agree to
our updated Conditions of Use and consent to the collection and use of your personal
information as described in our updated Privacy Notice , which includes the categories of data
we collect and information about your preferences and rights. Community Announcement. All
rights reserved. PowerGenius XL. Features Amplifier Feature Highlights: 1. Customers are
urged to work with their electrician to finalize AC power delivery. Specs Weight: oz Width: 24 in
Depth: 19 in Height: 12 in. Quick Start Guide pdf. User Guide pdf. Brochure pdf. Videos See it in
action. Unterminated AC Power Cable. Quick Start Guide. Build your station.

